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July / August 2015
Just Added: Transportation
July & August Forms
Ripe and Juicy Literacy Ideas!
Storytime
Classroom Displays
Holidays & Seasonal Celebrations®

City and Country
Circle Time
Problem Solved: shy students
Splish, Splash! An Ocean-Themed Welcome!
I Can Reach a Goal! (Perseverance)
Songs & Such
Home Sweet Home! Animals Homes
Busy Kids®

Learning Centers
Ahoy, Little Sailors! (Nautical Math Activities)
Our Readers Share

Transportation
Circle Time

Airplane Sing-Along
Summon little ones to your group area to take an imaginary flight aboard a jumbo jet!
Simply lead youngsters in performing this engaging song.

(sung to the tune of “Take Me Out to the Ballgame”)
Take me out to the airport.
I’ll walk up to the gate.
I’ll show my ticket and wave goodbye.
Now I can soar through the big open sky.
Watch me zoom, zoom, zoom! Look, I’m soaring
Above cars and buses and trains,
For it’s great to fly through the sky
On a great big plane!

March in place.
March in place.
Show pretend ticket; wave goodbye.
Pretend to fly.

Take Flight
Youngsters’ exploration skills take
off during this engaging activity. In a
large open area, set out several paper
airplanes along with blank paper. The
youngsters throw the airplanes, noting
which ones fly best. Then prompt
each child to fold a sheet of paper
to make a paper airplane of his own
design to fly.
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Center Time
Making Tracks
Set up this discovery center in your art
area. Cover a tabletop with bulletin board
paper. Provide shallow containers of
paint and place a toy vehicle next to each
container. Invite each child to choose a
vehicle, dip its wheels in the paint, and
then roll it across the paper. Then have
him make a second set of tracks using
another vehicle. Invite each youngster
to repeat the steps several times. As
students play, guide them in making
observations about the colors and
textures. Encourage exploration through
thought-provoking questions such as
“How did Peter make such a dark track?”
and “I wonder what will happen when
Nia makes a red track over that freshly
painted blue track?”

Sparkling Clean Cars
What happens when you turn your water table into a sudsy
car wash? You give youngsters’ fine-motor skills a tune-up! Whip
several drops of liquid dish soap in the water; then provide a
variety of scrubbers, towels for drying, and washable toy vehicles.
To assess sorting and color identification skills, temporarily open
the car wash to only a specific type or color of vehicle.
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Time to Fly!
Wonder Where is the plane going?
Draw

Tell

by
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Anytime
Transportation

Biking Buddies
Wonder Who is riding bikes with Monkey?
Draw

Tell

by
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Anytime
Transportation

Name

Land or Air?
Cut.
Glue to match.

For More Learning

Ask the child to draw a vehicle that moves on land or in the air. Help him label his drawing “land” or “air.”
©The Mailbox®

Transportation
Categorizing

Transportation Conversation Cards
Literacy Cards: developing listening and speaking skills
Print and cut apart the cards. Then hole-punch the dots in the upper left corners of the cards and thread the cards
onto a ring. To begin a conversation, announce a prompt and invite youngsters to share their thoughts about the
prompt.

Transportation

Transportation

When children ride in a car, do you
think it’s important for them to be
buckled into a car seat? Why? Do
you think it’s important for adults to
wear seatbelts? Explain.

What if your family planned a train
trip? What do you think they would
need to buy to ride the train? How
do you know?

Imagine you are taking a long car
ride. What could you do to pass the
time? Explain.

A tunnel is a passageway that
trains and cars sometimes travel
through. If you go through a tunnel
during the day, do you think it might
be dark inside the tunnel? Why or
why not?
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Transportation

Transportation

The person who flies an airplane
is called a pilot. Do you think it’s
easier for a pilot to fly a plane
during the day or night? Explain.
Do you think it would be hard to fly
a plane when the sky is cloudy?
Why or why not?
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Buses are very big, so it is not
always easy for the driver to see
what is around it. If someone is
waiting for a bus, where would it be
best to wait: close to the curb or far
back from the curb? Explain.
Pretend you are taking a bus trip.
What songs might you invite the
other passengers to sing with you?
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July Forms
July Forms (Fill out online!)
These pages can be filled out online! Click the “Download” icon or “Print” icon and then scroll down to fill out each
form as desired.

July 2015
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August Forms
August Forms (Fill out online!)
These pages can be filled out online!! Click the “Download” icon or “Print” icon and then scroll down to fill out each
form as desired.

August 2015
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Add a Watermelon
Literacy Idea: beginning sound /w/
Youngsters make a garden overflowing with watermelons! Get a sheet of brown paper (garden) and green pompoms (watermelons). Then gather a small group of youngsters around the props. Name a word (see the suggestions
below). Then have little ones decide if the word begins with the /w/ sound. If it does, have a child place a watermelon
in the garden. If it doesn’t, youngsters do nothing. Continue in the same way until all the watermelons are in the
garden.
Suggested words: want, jump, wagon, wall, fun, cake, wash, waffle, sand, wand,??warm, bear, watch, waist
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Syllables and Seeds
Literacy Idea: counting syllables
Draw a watermelon slice on a sheet of chart paper and color it in as desired. Display the chart paper in your circle
time area. Give a thick black marker to a child. Then name one of the words below. Have the child tap the marker on
the watermelon slice as she says the word so that the resulting marks on the melon look like seeds. Help her identify
the number of syllables in the word. Then have the remaining students clap the word. Continue with each remaining
word until the slice is full of seeds!
Suggested words: watermelon, juicy, ripe, seeds, yummy, vine, tasty, green, big, humongous, red, slice, drippy,
sweet, melon, delicious
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Wonderful Watermelon
Booklet: developing print awareness, high-frequency word it
Make a copy of the booklet pages for each child. Encourage each youngster to color the pages and cut them out.
Then have her glue them to a 6" x 18" strip of red construction paper, accordion-folded. Label a front cover with the
title shown and prompt her to sign her name. ?Then attach the front cover and a similar back cover. Help her “read”
her booklet, encouraging her to point to the word it on each page.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Booklet Pages

Grow it.
©The Mailbox®

Slice it.

1

Pick it.

2

3

Eat it. Yum!

4

Let's Make Ws!
Literacy Idea: forming W
Lead youngsters in singing the simple song shown. Each time they sing the word watermelon, encourage them to
draw a letter W in the air, moving their finger down, up, down, and up again on the four syllables of wa-ter-mel-on. If
desired, encourage them to sing the song as they practice forming Ws in a sand tray as well.
(sung to the tune of “Good Night, Ladies”)
Watermelon,
Watermelon,
Watermelon
Begins with W!
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Let’s Make Ws!
(sung to the tune of “Good Night, Ladies”)
Watermelon,
Watermelon,
Watermelon
Begins with W!
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Let’s Make Ws!
(sung to the tune of “Good Night, Ladies”)
Watermelon,
Watermelon,
Watermelon
Begins with W!
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Story of a Watermelon
Literacy Idea: rhyming, reading a rebus chant
On sentence strips, write the chant shown and place the strips in your pocket chart. Display a cutout copy of the
cards nearby. To begin, have students name the pictures. Then read aloud the first couplet, following the words with
your finger. Encourage students to provide the final rhyme in the couplet. Then have a child find the matching picture
and place it in the chant. Continue with each remaining picture.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Rebus Cards
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Rebus Cards
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Dripping Watermelon
Watermelon Song
Guide students in singing this giggle-worthy sing-along!
(sung to the tune of “Head and Shoulders”)
Watermelon on my face, on my face.
Watermelon on my face, on my face.
It is dripping, dripping everyplace!
Watermelon on my face, on my face.
Watermelon on my nose, on my nose.
Watermelon on my nose, on my nose.
It is dripping, dripping down it goes!
Watermelon on my nose, on my nose.
Watermelon on my chin, on my chin.
Watermelon on my chin, on my chin.
It is dripping, and it makes me grin!
Watermelon on my chin.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Dripping Watermelon
(sung to the tune of “Head and Shoulders”)
Watermelon on my face, on my face.
Watermelon on my face, on my face.
It is dripping, dripping everyplace!
Watermelon on my face, on my face.
Watermelon on my nose, on my nose.
Watermelon on my nose, on my nose.
It is dripping, dripping down it goes!
Watermelon on my nose, on my nose.
Watermelon on my chin, on my chin.
Watermelon on my chin, on my chin.
It is dripping, and it makes me grin!
Watermelon on my chin.
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Dripping Watermelon
(sung to the tune of “Head and Shoulders”)
Watermelon on my face, on my face.
Watermelon on my face, on my face.
It is dripping, dripping everyplace!
Watermelon on my face, on my face.
Watermelon on my nose, on my nose.
Watermelon on my nose, on my nose.
It is dripping, dripping down it goes!
Watermelon on my nose, on my nose.
Watermelon on my chin, on my chin.
Watermelon on my chin, on my chin.
It is dripping, and it makes me grin!
Watermelon on my chin.
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Watermelon Masterpiece!
Idea: identifying letter W
Trim a sponge into a semicircle and place it near a shallow pan of pink or red paint. Also provide green paint and
paintbrushes. Place a stack of letter cards with several Ws facedown. Gather a small group of children and give
each child a sheet of paper. Have a youngster take a letter card and identify the letter. If it’s a W, have her say, “/w/,
watermelon!” Then prompt her to make a sponge print on her paper and make a green line of paint as shown so it
resembles a watermelon slice. Continue the activity until each child has several slices on her paper. If desired, when
the paint is dry, have each child use a black permanent marker to draw seeds.

What Do You Do With a
Tail Like This?
Written by Steve Jenkins
Discover how different critters use their noses, ears, tails, and
other body parts in this fun nonfiction book!
ideas contributed by Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

What Do You Do?
Making connections
Before you read this story, have little ones point to their
noses. Then say, “What do you do with a nose like this?”
Prompt students to describe specific things they do with their
noses, such as smell a flower, smell cookies that are baking,
or blow them when they’re runny. Then tell students that
they’re going to hear about unique things animals do with
their noses and other body parts! Have students settle in for
the   read-aloud.

Terrific Tails
Expanding the story through discussion
Get a length of crepe paper (tail) and give it to a child.
Have a child hold the tail behind him and swish it back and
forth. Then ask, “What would you do with your tail?” Prompt
a child to use his imagination to describe how he would use
his tail. Then have him give the tail to a classmate to repeat
the process.
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My Crayons Talk
by Patricia Hubbard
From purple bubble gum to brown mud pies, this book
takes a lively look at crayons and colors—complete with
rhythmic language galore!
ideas contributed by Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

The yellow
crayon would say
that it’s really
happy!

Can They Talk?
Speaking, creative thinking
Open a box of crayons and have little ones look inside. Then ask,
“Can crayons talk?” Youngsters will surely giggle at this question!
Next, choose a crayon and ask, “What do you think the [color]
crayon would say if it could talk?” Listen to their suggestions. Then
have little ones settle in for a story in which crayons do talk!

Yackity, Clackity!
Identifying colors, playing a group game
Place crayons in a container. Then have students sit in a circle
and give the container to a child. Have students recite the chant
shown as they pass the container around the circle. At the end
of the chant, have a child with the basket remove a crayon. Then
encourage him to name the color of the crayon and something
that is that color.
Talk, talk, my crayons talk.
Yackity clackity, talk, talk, talk!
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A BIG Book
Battle:
The Gigantic Turnip
Written by Aleksei Tolstoy
vs.

The Enormous Potato
Written by Aubrey Davis
Compare and contrast two versions of this traditional tale with these ideas!
ideas contributed by Cindy Hoying, Centerville, OH

Potato or Turnip?
Recalling story details
In advance, place brown pom-poms (potatoes) and yellow pom-poms (turnips) in your sand
table (or in a container of brown paper shreds). After a read-aloud of both stories, have a child
choose a pom-pom from the “garden.” If he chooses a potato, have him share a detail from The
Enormous Potato. If he chooses a turnip, have him share a detail from The Gigantic Turnip. Repeat
the  process with other youngsters.

Vote for a Veggie!
Forming an opinion
Cut out a supply of the cards on page 13 and gather two
soup pots. Attach a potato card and a turnip card to separate
pots. Reread the two stories or review them with your little
ones. Have students decide which story is their favorite;
then have each child choose a potato card or a turnip card
accordingly. Encourage her to color the card and place it in the
appropriate pot. After everyone has voted, help students count
the votes and compare the numbers, using the words more,
fewer, and equal. For an extra challenge, help youngsters make a
tally chart of the votes.

As Big As…
Comparing size
Review the picture of the huge potato (or turnip) and ask
youngsters if they think it’s bigger than a car. How about a house?
A dinosaur? After a discussion comparing size, gather a small group
of youngsters and give each child a copy of page 14. Have each child
dip a pom-pom in brown paint (potato) or yellow paint (turnip).
Then have her pat the pom-pom on her paper to make the desired
vegetable. Next, have her dictate to finish the sentence and draw a
corresponding object next to the vegetable.
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Potato and Turnip Cards
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My ___________ is as big as _______________________________.
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Dandelion Wishes
Dandelion Display
Encourage writing skills with this adorable display! Have each child paint a green stem and leaves on a sheet of
paper. Then encourage her to sponge paint a circle above the stem so it resembles a dandelion that has gone to
seed. For extra fun, have her sprinkle white glitter on the dandelion. Next, prompt her to dictate what wish she would
make if she blew on a dandelion. Write her words on a piece of paper and attach it to the project. Then mount the
projects as shown.
Teresa Wensil
Tiny Tears Daycare
Albemarle, NC

Popping onto Preschool
Welcome-to-School Display
Make a simple poster board popcorn bucket as shown and attach it to a wall. Next, give each child a personalized
white construction paper popcorn cutout (pattern provided). Have her use yellow watercolors (butter) to paint the
cutout. Then attach it above and around the bucket. Add the title shown.
Megan Taylor
Rowlett, TX

Popcorn Patterns
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Over in the Garden
Math Idea: identifying numbers
Print out copies of the vegetable patterns, cut them out, and label each one with a different number. Place the
veggies on the floor in a row. Then lead students in reciting the rhyme shown, inserting a vegetable, its color, and a
child’s name. Next, have the child pick the appropriate vegetable and identify its number. He puts the vegetable
aside, and play continues.
Over in the garden where the vegetables grow,
There sat a [color] [vegetable] in a nice straight row.
Along came [student name], who hadn’t had lunch.
[He] ate that [color] [vegetable] with a crunch, crunch, crunch!
Connie D. Massingill
Dawn ’til Dusk Preschool
Zionsville, Indiana

Vegetable Patterns
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Over in the Garden
Over in the garden where the vegetables grow,
There sat a [color] [vegetable] in a nice straight row.
Along came [student name], who hadn’t had lunch.
[He] ate that [color] [vegetable] with a crunch, crunch, crunch!
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Over in the Garden
Over in the garden where the vegetables grow,
There sat a [color] [vegetable] in a nice straight row.
Along came [student name], who hadn’t had lunch.
[He] ate that [color] [vegetable] with a crunch, crunch, crunch!
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Say, It's Summer!
Literacy Idea: beginning sound /s/
Sail into beginning sounds with this whole-group activity! Emphasize the /s/ sound as you slowly say the word
summer. Ask students to repeat the beginning sound. Next, place a yellow sticky dot on each child’s index finger to
represent a sun. Encourage each child to listen while you say several more words (see the list shown for
suggestions). When she hears a word with the beginning sound /s/, she responds, “It’s summer!” Then she wiggles
her sticky-dot sun. If desired, have older preschoolers name additional words that begin with the /s/ sound.
Suggested words: sailboat, sun, sand, sea, salamander, surfboard, soap, sunglasses

Fabulous Fireworks
Process Art Activity: fireworks
Materials for one:
wide-tooth plastic hair picks
shallow containers of paint mixed with a generous amount of glitter
black construction paper
Art process:
1. Dip a hair pick in a container of paint.
2. Experiment with different ways to apply the paint to the paper using the pick.
3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 using different picks and colors of paint.

Pencil Comparison
Back-to-School Center: comparing length
It’s back-to-school time! And that makes us think of writing utensils. Gather a variety of used pencils and place them
in a pencil box or pouch. (Make sure the pencils come in a variety of sizes.) Have a pair of youngsters visit the
center. Prompt each child to choose a pencil. Then prompt the students to line up the two pencils to compare the
lengths. Help youngsters determine which pencil is longer and which pencil is shorter. Then have them choose two
different pencils.
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

Special
holiday
bonus!

Christmas
in July!

Get ready for giggles! Your little ones will love these ideas for a special wintry
fun day in the middle of the summer!
ideas contributed by Cindy MacDonald
Twice as Nice FCC & Preschool
Raynham, MA

Let’s Pretend!

Kick off your summertime Christmas celebration
with this fun little song!
(sung to the tune of the chorus of “Jingle Bells”)
Christmastime, Christmastime,
Filled with lots of cheer!
Let’s pretend it’s Christmastime—
The best time of the year!
Even though summer’s here
And it’s pretty hot,
We’ll pretend it’s Christmastime
Even though it’s not!

Decorate the Tree!

This holiday tree is decorated just for summer! Set up
a small artificial tree. Make several copies of the patterns.
Help each child color and cut out a desired pattern. Then
encourage her to color the cutout, brush glue on  it, and
sprinkle a mixture of sand
and gold glitter on the
glue. When the glue is
dry, punch a hole in the
cutout, add a yarn
hanger, and then have
students decorate
the  tree!

Center Time Fun!

Jazz up your centers for Christmas in July with these
ideas.
• Add cotton balls (snowballs) and lengths of tinsel
to  your block center.
• Place scissors and pieces of holiday gift wrap in
your  fine-motor center.
• Have students paint with plastic ornaments in
your  art center.
• Dump a bag of ice in your sensory table and provide
tongs and small containers.
Lori Keener
Taylors First Baptist Church
Taylors, SC
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Let’s Pretend!
(sung to the tune of the chorus of “Jingle Bells”)
Christmastime, Christmastime,
Filled with lots of cheer!
Let’s pretend it’s Christmastime—
The best time of the year!
Even though summer’s here
And it’s pretty hot,
We’ll pretend it’s Christmastime
Even though it’s not!
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Let’s Pretend!
(sung to the tune of the chorus of “Jingle Bells”)
Christmastime, Christmastime,
Filled with lots of cheer!
Let’s pretend it’s Christmastime—
The best time of the year!
Even though summer’s here
And it’s pretty hot,
We’ll pretend it’s Christmastime
Even though it’s not!
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Christmas in July Patterns
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Summer Booklet

Make a copy of these pages for each child. Help her follow the directions for the cover and each booklet page.
Then help her cut out the pages, stack them in order behind the cover, and staple the project to make a booklet.

Cover and booklet page 1: Color the cover and page 1. If desired, glue green paper shreds to page 1 so
they resemble grass.

I
See
Summer!
by____________________________________
©The Mailbox ®

I see bare feet.

1

Booklet pages 2 and 3: Glue two white tissue paper squares (ice cubes) to the lemonade. Then use watercolors
to paint the lemonade yellow. Color the fireflies yellow and the sky black. For an added touch, put a dot of glue
on each firefly and then sprinkle gold glitter on the glue.

I see lemonade.

2

I see fireflies.

3
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Booklet pages 4 and 5: Color the watermelon. Then make black fingerprint seeds. Glue strips of blue

tissue paper on the water.

I see watermelon.

4

I see a swimming pool.
I
see
summer!

5
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Tall or Wide?
Action Rhyme: using descriptive words
Guide little ones in singing this action song that also provides a great stretching opportunity!
(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
Tall buildings way up high, (Stretch with arms raised.)
Tall buildings way up high,
Oh my! They reach the sky!
Tall buildings way up high.
A land that’s far and wide, (Stretch with arms outward.)
A land that’s far and wide,
See crops grow side by side.
A land that’s far and wide.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Tall or Wide?
(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
Tall buildings way up high,
Tall buildings way up high,
Oh my! They reach the sky!
Tall buildings way up high.

Stretch with arms raised.

A land that’s far and wide,
A land that’s far and wide,
See crops grow side by side.
A land that’s far and wide.

Stretch with arms outward.
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Tall or Wide?
(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
Tall buildings way up high,
Tall buildings way up high,
Oh my! They reach the sky!
Tall buildings way up high.

Stretch with arms raised.

A land that’s far and wide,
A land that’s far and wide,
See crops grow side by side.
A land that’s far and wide.

Stretch with arms outward.
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Silo Five Frame
Math Center: using the word less, identifying numbers
Color and cut out a copy of the silo pattern and place it at a center along with pieces of yellow yarn (hay). Gather
number cards from 1 to 5 and arrange them facedown. Gather two youngsters at the center and explain that a silo is
a tower on a farm that’s used to store grain or hay. Then have a child choose a card and help him identify the
number. Prompt his partner to count the corresponding pieces of hay and place one in each space on the silo. Help
youngsters understand that the number of hay pieces is less than five. Then encourage them to work together to
decide how many more pieces are needed to make five. Finally, have them remove the hay and then play again.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Silo Pattern
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Country Night, City Night
Idea: comparing locations, fine-motor skills
To make this simple artwork, fold a sheet of dark blue or purple paper in half. On one side of the folded paper, draw
a hill with a black crayon. Then glue a small black house shape on the hill. Glue two squares of yellow tissue paper
(windows) to the house. Then attach star stickers to the sky. On the opposite half of the paper, glue black
construction paper skyscrapers. Use a white crayon to make dots (windows) on the skyscrapers. Then rub the side
of the crayon on the page to make a soft??glow.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

So Many Sounds
Song: identifying characteristics of city and country
Sing this song with your youngsters. After each verse, ask whether the sound mentioned might be heard in the
country or in??the city.
(sung to the tune of “This Old Man”)
Here a sound,
There a sound,
Tell me where this sound is found.
Hear [a moo, moo, moo
And cock-a-doodle-doo!]
Tell me where this sound is found.
Continue with the following:
a beep, beep, beep. The cars and buses creep!
a cluck, cluck, cluck. I hear the farmer’s truck.
a talk, talk, talk of people as they walk.
an owl go “Whoooo!” and crickets chirping too.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

So Many Sounds
(sung to the tune of “This Old Man”)
Here a sound,
There a sound,
Tell me where this sound is found.
Hear [a moo, moo, moo
And cock-a-doodle-doo!]
Tell me where this sound is found.
Continue with the following:
a beep, beep, beep. The cars and buses creep!
a cluck, cluck, cluck. I hear the farmer’s truck.
a talk, talk, talk of people as they walk.
an owl go “Whoooo!” and crickets chirping too.
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Find It, Stick It!
Literature Idea: recognizing letters, forming letters
Get a copy of Alphabet City by Stephen T. Johnson. This picture book is filled with paintings that depict urban life.
Each painting also conceals a letter of the alphabet! Guide youngsters through the book. For each page, have a
student point out the letter; then have students “draw” the letter in the air with their fingers. Next, place the book at a
center along with sticky notes and pencils or crayons. A student looks at a page and finds the letter. Then she writes
the letter on a sticky note and sticks it to the page. She continues for several pages.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

One Doesn’t Belong
Put an X on the one that is different in each row.
Color the ones that are alike.
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Bandanna Dance
Idea: distinguishing right from left, gross-motor skills
This movement activity is perfect for helping youngsters distinguish between right and left. Tie a bandanna to each
child’s left arm and left leg. Then play a recording of upbeat music and invite youngsters to dance. As students
dance, announce a direction that includes left or right, such as “Raise your left hand” or “Stomp your right foot.” Each
child incorporates the announced movement into his dance. Repeat this activity, varying the music and movements.
Andrea Moncrief
Beach Babies Childcare at Rehobeth
Rehobeth Beach, DE

Did You Ever See?
Literacy Idea: substituting beginning sounds
Watch your youngsters’ smiles bloom with each verse of this silly song! Using magnetic letters, spell the word
sunflower on a cookie sheet. Also have on hand a variety of consonant magnetic letters. Gather your little ones and
teach them the song below. As you sing the word sunflower, point to the word on the cookie sheet. Then replace the
S in sunflower with a different consonant and say the resulting word. During the next repetition of the song, sing the
silly word in place of sunflower. Repeat this process several times for guaranteed fun!
(sung to the tune of “Did You Ever See a Lassie?”)
Did you ever see a sunflower,
A sunflower, a sunflower?
Did you ever see a sunflower?
It starts with /s/!

Next Number
Math Idea: recognizing numbers, ordering numbers
Write each number from 1 to 10 on separate cards. Randomly place the cards in a pocket chart, leaving the top row
empty. Invite a volunteer to find the card labeled “1” and place it in the top row. Then lead the group in saying the
chant shown. At the end of the chant, ask a child to find the next number and place it in the top row of the chart.
Continue until the number cards are in order.
Next number, next number,
Who can find the next number?
Margaret Aumen
Emory United Methodist Nursery School
New Oxford, PA

Look and Move
Math Idea: recognizing shapes in the environment
Gather a collection of objects or pictures of objects that represent the following shapes: square, rectangle, circle,
and triangle. Post large cutouts of the shapes on separate classroom walls. Display an object. Direct little ones to
look at its shape and move to stand near the shape cutout represented by the object. Then show students a different
object and have them move to the shape cutout represented by that object. Continue with the remaining objects.
Brooke Beverly
Dudley Elementary
Dudley, MA

Off to School
Back-to-School Idea: recognizing one's own name
Color an enlarged copy of the bus pattern and then attach the hook side of a strip of Velcro fastener to the bus. For
each child, prepare a personalized craft stick like the ones shown. Then attach the loop side of a piece of Velcro
fastener to the back of each stick. Post the bus and place the sticks nearby. Lead youngsters in singing the song. As
you sing the song, the named child finds her stick and attaches it to the bus. Continue until each child’s stick is on
the bus.
(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
[Emily]’s on the bus.
[Emily]’s on the bus.
Heigh-ho, to school we go!
[Emily]’s on the bus.
Connie Childs-Massingill
Dawn til Dusk Daycare
Zionsville, IN

Bus Pattern
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Off to School
(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)

Jake

Maria

Desmond

Emily

[Emily]’s on the bus.
[Emily]’s on the bus.
Heigh-ho, to school we go!
[Emily]’s on the bus.
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Take and Trace
Writing idea: forming one's own name
Write each child’s name on a sentence strip and laminate the strips. Hold up a strip and ask, “Whose name is this?”
Give clues, if necessary. When a child recognizes her name, she takes her strip and gives you a high five. After all
the names have been distributed, give each child a wipe-off marker and direct her to trace over the letters in her
name.
Mary Beilke
Kid’s Corner Preschool
Shoreview, MN

How do
you help shy
students?

Problem Solved!
Your Solutions to Classroom Challenges

A

To help shy students, write a “thought question” on
your board and read it aloud to youngsters.Then, at the
end of the day, ask each child to share an answer to the
question. Repeated sharing and encouragement helps shy
youngsters become more comfortable in the classroom.

What is your favorite toy to play with
at home?

A

I help a shy child by sitting and playing with him in one of our
centers. I begin by asking the child to complete tasks, such as
making the baby a bottle in the housekeeping center or stacking
the tall blocks in the block center. Other youngsters will naturally
gravitate toward our play.Then I can encourage the shy youngster
to complete tasks with a classmate, such as helping the other child find a baby
blanket. Pretty soon, I’m not needed and the child is playing happily.
Darlene Butler Taig,Willow Creek Cooperative Preschool,Westland, MI
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A

It helps to give a shy child ideas about what
friends can do together. I have my little ones
share ideas and I write them down on a sheet of
chart paper. It’s amazing the ideas that youngsters
can come up with!

Bonnie Krum, St. Matthew’s Early Education Center, Bowie, MD

For extra fun, give a child a copy of the writing prompt page and have
her write her name. Then have her dictate her favorite thing to do with
a friend. Write her words and prompt her to add a drawing. Then bind
the pages together to make a class book.

It’s your turn!

themailbox.com/submitideas
©The Mailbox ®

____________________ likes

to __________________________________

with a friend.
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Castles in the Sand
Attendance Display
Take attendance with this adorable display! Cut out a class supply of the sand castle pattern. Then personalize a
castle for each child and laminate the castles for durability. To take attendance, place the castles on a tabletop or on
the floor in your circle time area. A child finds his sand castle and then pushes it into your sand table (or a tub full of
sand) so it’s standing up. The remaining sand castles tell you who isn’t present for the day. Too cute!

Sand Castle Patterns
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Who Is the Star?
Daily Helper Chart
Instead of having a variety of classroom job titles to keep track of, just have one star student complete the jobs for
the day! Personalize a copy of a sea star pattern for each child. Then attach the sea stars to a wall around a
treasure chest cutout. Each day, attach a different sea star to the treasure chest. For extra fun, allow the star child to
wear treasure, such as some fun bangle bracelets, for the day. This child can be the line leader, water classroom
plants, pass out special treats, and help with any other special jobs for the day.
Tip: No room for a display? Keep the sea stars in an ocean-themed gift bag. Then just pull out a cutout each day!

Treasure Chest Pattern
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Treasure Chest Pattern
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Sea Star Patterns
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Ocean Collage
Ocean Craft
For this simple craft project, collect a variety of ocean-themed cutouts, green paper shreds (seaweed), and brown
hole-punch dots and gold glitter (sand). Place a 9" x 13" piece of Con-Tact covering sticky-side up on a table. ?Then
have a child press the cutouts and shreds on the surface. Next, prompt her to sprinkle dots and glitter as well.
Finally, press a 9" x 13" sheet of blue construction paper onto the Con-Tact covering. Then flip the project over to
reveal an ocean masterpiece!
Ashley Young
Lincoln Lab Children’s Center
Lexington, MA

Fishing for Names
Back-to-School Idea: getting acquainted
Youngsters get to know each other better with this twist on a traditional fishing game! Cut out several copies of the
ocean critter patterns. Personalize and attach a paper clip to each cutout. Make a fishing pole by tying a magnet to a
length of yarn and tying the other end to a ruler or dowel. Scatter the cutouts in the middle of your group-time area.
Then have a child use the pole to “catch” a cutout. Read aloud the name on the cutout and encourage everyone to
say hello to that child. Then give her the pole and have her fish for a different cutout.
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Ocean Critter Patterns
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Let's Swim!
Ocean Song
Cut out a copy of the ocean critter patterns. Attach a sheet of blue paper to your wall. Then attach the dolphin to the
wall and lead students in singing the song shown as they pretend to swim like a dolphin. Repeat the process for
each remaining critter!
(sung to the tune of “My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean”)
A [dolphin] swims out in the ocean,
And that is where [dolphins] should be.
Oh, how I would love to go with it.
Together—a [dolphin] and me!
Swimming, swimming
Together—a [dolphin] and me, and me!
Swimming, swimming
Together—a [dolphin] and me!
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH
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Let’s Swim!
(sung to the tune of “My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean”)
A [dolphin] swims out in the ocean,
And that is where [dolphins] should be.
Oh, how I would love to go with it.
Together—a [dolphin] and me!
Swimming, swimming
Together—a [dolphin] and me, and me!
Swimming, swimming
Together—a [dolphin] and me!
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Let’s Swim!
(sung to the tune of “My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean”)
A [dolphin] swims out in the ocean,
And that is where [dolphins] should be.
Oh, how I would love to go with it.
Together—a [dolphin] and me!
Swimming, swimming
Together—a [dolphin] and me, and me!
Swimming, swimming
Together—a [dolphin] and me!
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That's Hard!
Perseverance Song
Here’s a catchy song that emphasizes sticking with a difficult task!
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
When there’s something hard to do, I won’t give up. (No way!)
When there’s something hard to do, I won’t give up. (No way!)
I will try and try again.
I’ll hang tough and won’t give in!
When there’s something hard to do, I won’t give up. (No way!)
Suzanne Moore
Tucson, AZ

That’s Hard!
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
When there’s something hard to do, I won’t give up. (No way!)
When there’s something hard to do, I won’t give up. (No way!)
I will try and try again.
I’ll hang tough and won’t give in!
When there’s something hard to do, I won’t give up. (No way!)
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That’s Hard!
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
When there’s something hard to do, I won’t give up. (No way!)
When there’s something hard to do, I won’t give up. (No way!)
I will try and try again.
I’ll hang tough and won’t give in!
When there’s something hard to do, I won’t give up. (No way!)
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Persistence Pudding
Idea: following directions
This simple snack activity is terrific for teaching perseverance! For each child and yourself, place one tablespoon of
instant pudding mix in a resealable plastic freezer bag. (Freezer bags are nice and sturdy!) Add one-fourth cup of
milk to each bag and seal it securely. Encourage students to shake their bags as you shake yours. After a few
seconds, have students stop. Dramatically complain about how the shaking tires you out. Then ask, “What would
happen if I gave up shaking the bag? Would I have any pudding to eat?” Lead children to conclude that finishing the
task is the best option. Direct them to continue shaking until the pudding is mixed. Then snip a corner from each bag
and have them slurp this enjoyable treat!
Suzanne Moore
Tucson, AZ

Tortoise or Hare?
Literacy Idea: making real-life connections, answering questions about a story
In advance, cut out the cards and, on a sheet of chart paper, write the statements shown. Read aloud a traditional
version of The Tortoise and the Hare. Then read aloud the first statement. Have students decide which character
matches the statement. Have a volunteer pick up a corresponding character card and attach it to the chart. Continue
with each remaining statement.
Tip: For extra fun, attach tortoise and hare cards to separate blocks and place them in your block center.
Youngsters can re-create the race with the props!
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Tortoise and Hare Cards
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Tortoise and Hare Cards
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Involve Your Mascot
Tip: encouraging perseverance
To encourage youngsters to show perseverance, develop a class theme that you can repeat when the going gets
tough. Soon youngsters will be repeating it too! When faced with a tough task, say, “[School and mascot] never give
up!” (for example, “Webster Winners never give up!”). Students will develop an understanding of perseverance
without even knowing it!
Amy Bruening
Webster Elementary
Yankton, SD

I've Been Working!
Perseverance Song
Remind youngsters that learning letter names can be very challenging, but it’s important to never give up so they will
become terrific readers! Then lead them in singing this song. Consider singing other versions of this song, replacing
“letters” with “numbers,” “manners,” or “rhyming.”
(sung to the tune of “I’ve Been Working on the Railroad”)
I’ve been working on my letters,
Working the whole day through.
I’ve been working on my letters.
It is very hard to do!
Never, ever will I give up!
Work, work, work the day through.
I will surely learn my letters.
That is what I’ll do!

I’ve Been Working!
(sung to the tune of “I’ve Been Working on the Railroad”)
I’ve been working on my letters,
Working the whole day through.
I’ve been working on my letters.
It is very hard to do!
Never, ever will I give up!
Work, work, work the day through.
I will surely learn my letters.
That is what I’ll do!
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Never, ever will I give up!
Work, work, work the day through.
I will surely learn my letters.
That is what I’ll do!
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To the Beach!
Beach Song
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
If you’re going to the beach, what should you wear?
If you’re going to the beach, what should you wear?
It’s important that you wear [sunglasses] while you’re there. (Curl finger and thumb around eyes.)
If you’re going to the beach, what should you wear?
Continue with the following: a sun hat (touch head), sunscreen (rub arm), flip-flops (alternate lifting flattened
hands)

To the Beach!
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
If you’re going to the beach,
What should you wear?
If you’re going to the beach,
What should you wear?
It’s important that you wear
[Sunglasses] while you’re there.
If you’re going to the beach,
What should you wear?

Curl finger and thumb around eyes.

Continue with the following: a sun hat (touch head), sunscreen (rub
arm), flip-flops (alternate lifting flattened hands)

Sunscreen
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Camping is Fun!
Camping Chant
Here is a chant that spotlights fun camping activities!
Here is the tent (Tent fingers.)
Beneath the trees, (Sway arms above head.)
Under the shining sun. (Circle arms above head.)
I’ll fish for lunch and eat outside. (Pretend to reel in a fish.)
Camping is so much fun! (Clap to the rhythm.)
Here is the tent (Sway arms above head.)
Beside the fire, (Flutter fingers.)
Under the shining moon. (Circle arms above head.)
I’ll sing and eat s’mores and sleep. (Sway.)
Tomorrow will be here soon. (Lay cheek against folded hands.)

Camping Is Fun!
Here is the tent
Beneath the trees,
Under the shining sun.
I’ll fish for lunch and eat outside.
Camping is so much fun!
Here is the tent
Beside the fire,
Under the shining moon.
I’ll sing and eat s’mores and sleep.
Tomorrow will be here soon.

Tent fingers.
Sway arms above head.
Circle arms above head.
Pretend to reel in a fish.
Clap to the rhythm.
Sway arms above head.
Flutter fingers.
Circle arms above head.
Sway.
Lay cheek against folded hands.
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Happy Birthday, USA!
Independence Day Song
Have little ones wave small American flags as they sing this song!
(sung to the tune of “Yankee Doodle”)
March in a parade today
And hold our flag up high.
Watch its colors gently wave
On the Fourth of July!
Happy birthday, USA!
It’s our special day.
We celebrate our country’s birth
On Independence Day!

Happy Birthday, USA!
(sung to the tune of “Yankee Doodle”)
March in a parade today
And hold our flag up high.
Watch its colors gently wave
On the Fourth of July!
Happy birthday, USA!
It’s our special day.
We celebrate our country’s birth
On Independence Day!
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Happy Birthday, USA!
(sung to the tune of “Yankee Doodle”)
March in a parade today
And hold our flag up high.
Watch its colors gently wave
On the Fourth of July!
Happy birthday, USA!
It’s our special day.
We celebrate our country’s birth
On Independence Day!
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Good Morning!
Good Morning Song
(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
Good morning to the sky. (Hold arms overhead.)
Good morning to the sun. (Curve arms overhead.)
Good morning to my family. (Gesture outward with arms.)
I’m ready for some fun. (Point to self.)
Good morning to my school (Point around the room.)
And to all of my friends. (Wave at friends.)
Good morning to my teacher too. (Wave at teacher.)
I’m ready to begin!

Good Morning!
(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
Good morning to the sky.
Good morning to the sun.
Good morning to my family.
I’m ready for some fun.

Hold arms overhead.
Curve arms overhead.
Gesture outward with arms.
Point to self.

Good morning to my school
And to all of my friends.
Good morning to my teacher too.
I’m ready to begin!

Point around the room.
Wave at friends.
Wave at teacher.
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Good morning to the sky.
Good morning to the sun.
Good morning to my family.
I’m ready for some fun.

Hold arms overhead.
Curve arms overhead.
Gesture outward with arms.
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Good morning to my school
And to all of my friends.
Good morning to my teacher too.
I’m ready to begin!

Point around the room.
Wave at friends.
Wave at teacher.
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Clean Up!
Clean Up Song
Lead students in singing this song when center time has come to an end!
(sung to the tune of “Row, Row, Row Your Boat”)
Clean, clean, clean the room;
Put your things away.
Make the room so nice and neat
For another day!

Clean Up!
(sung to the tune of “Row, Row, Row Your Boat”)
Clean, clean, clean the room;
Put your things away.
Make the room so nice and neat
For another day!
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Clean Up!
(sung to the tune of “Row, Row, Row Your Boat”)
Clean, clean, clean the room;
Put your things away.
Make the room so nice and neat
For another day!
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Clothing Colors
Color Song
Seat youngsters in a circle. Then lead them in singing the song shown, prompting students wearing green to stand
up. When the song is finished, have the students sit down. Then repeat the song, replacing green with a different
color.
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
If you’re wearing something [green], please stand up.
If you’re wearing something [green], please stand up.
Stand right up! Say, “Look at me!”
There is [green], you’ll plainly see!
If you’re wearing something [green], please stand up!
Amy King
Pioneer Trail Dayschool
New Smyrna Beach, FL

Clothing Colors
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
If you’re wearing something [green], please stand up.
If you’re wearing something [green], please stand up.
Stand right up! Say, “Look at me!”
There is [green], you’ll plainly see!
If you’re wearing something [green], please stand up!
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Clothing Colors
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
If you’re wearing something [green], please stand up.
If you’re wearing something [green], please stand up.
Stand right up! Say, “Look at me!”
There is [green], you’ll plainly see!
If you’re wearing something [green], please stand up!
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Home, Sweet, Home!
Idea: animal homes, organizing data
Some animal homes are found by their occupants and others are built. Help little ones create a chart showing the
two with this idea! Cut out the animal cards and place them in a bag. Prepare a chart similar to the one shown. To
begin, have a child choose a card from the bag. Read the card to the class. Then have the class decide if the animal
built something or if it just found its home. Then have a youngster attach the card to the appropriate side of the
chart. Continue with each remaining card.
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Intervention for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC

Animal Cards

bee

bird
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skunk

groundhog
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owl

bat
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Rocks, Sticks, and Mud
Science Song: beaver lodges
Show little ones a picture of a beaver lodge. Explain that beavers build lodges from rocks, sticks, and mud. Then
lead them in singing this song.
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
See the beaver build its home with some [rocks].
See the beaver build its home with some [rocks].
See the beaver work away in the nighttime, not the day.
See the beaver build its home with some [rocks].
Continue with the following: sticks, mud
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Rocks, Sticks, and Mud
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
See the beaver build its home with some [rocks].
See the beaver build its home with some [rocks].
See the beaver work away in the nighttime, not the day.
See the beaver build its home with some [rocks].
Continue with the following: sticks, mud
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Rocks, Sticks, and Mud
(sung to the tune of “If You’re Happy and You Know It”)
See the beaver build its home with some [rocks].
See the beaver build its home with some [rocks].
See the beaver work away in the nighttime, not the day.
See the beaver build its home with some [rocks].
Continue with the following: sticks, mud
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Busy Beavers
Math Idea: sequencing by length
Gather two sticks for each child, making sure that the sticks are various lengths. Then hide the sticks around the
room. After discussing that beavers build dams and lodges with sticks, rocks, and mud, invite little ones to pretend to
be beavers and each find two sticks. Prompt them to place their sticks in the middle of the circle time area. Then
help them arrange the sticks from shortest to longest. Later, place the sticks at your science center so youngsters
can pretend to build beaver lodges.
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Intervention for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC

Cozy Caves
Science Idea: observing, using the senses
Why would a cave be a good place to live? Youngsters find out with this simple activity! In advance, drape heavy
material, such as a sleeping bag, over a small table so it resembles a cave. Leave a small opening to the cave. Then
place a blowing fan nearby. Ask little ones to share what they know about caves and about animals that might live in
caves. Explain that caves can be homes to animals such as bats, bears, foxes, and wolves. Invite students to visit
the cave and notice that it is very windy outside the cave. Ask, “Can you feel the wind very much when you’re inside
the cave?” Also ask students if they think animals would feel rain inside the cave. Help them conclude that caves
shelter animals from the weather and help keep them safe.
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Intervention for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC

In a Tree?
Idea: classifying, fine-motor skills
Living in a tree sounds like a lot of fun! On the board, write the names of several animals, including several tree
dwellers. Be sure to space out the names. Read aloud one of the names; then have students decide if the animal
lives in a tree. If it does, have a child draw around the name a shape that looks like tree foliage. Continue with each
name. Then give each child a copy of the tree page. Have her draw her favorite tree dweller on the tree and write
the name in the space provided.
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Intervention for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC

This is a ________________________________.
It lives in a tree.
©The Mailbox ®

Hooked!
Fine-Motor Center
Bury plastic tiaras, necklaces, bracelets, and rings in a sand table. Set a pair of plastic pirate hooks and a tub
(treasure chest) nearby. A child places a hook on a hand and uses it to dig in the sand and search for buried
treasure. After “hooking” treasure, she places it in the treasure??chest.
Janet Boyce
Hinojosa Early Childhood and Pre-Kindergarten Center
Houston, TX

Make a Snake
Gross-Motor Activity
Set a tub of linking cubes on the floor and place a cube near it. This cube will be the beginning of a snake. Direct
little ones to line up a few feet away from the cubes. As you time youngsters, have them take turns running to the
tub, attaching one cube to the snake, and then going to the back of the line. Continue until all youngsters have
added a cube. Invite students to repeat the activity a few times, encouraging them to beat their best time each
round. Depending on the skill of your youngsters, you could divide the class into two teams and complete the activity
as a relay!
Margaret Aumen
Emory United Methodist Nursery School
New Oxford, PA

Spray and Count
Outdoor Activity: fine-motor skills, number recognition, counting
Program an inexpensive shower curtain liner with numbers. Attach the liner to a fence or other structure in your
outdoor play area and place squirt bottles filled with water nearby. Name a number and have the child spray that
number a matching number of times.
Margaret Aumen
Emory United Methodist Nursery School
New Oxford, PA

Watch Out for Kitty!
Gross-Motor Game
Arrange several plastic hoops (mouse holes) in a large open area. Invite a couple of youngsters to be the cats. Have
the cats lay on the floor near the mouse holes and pretend to be sleeping. Direct the remaining students (mice) to
stand in the mouse holes. As you sing the first verse of the song shown, have the mice run around the area. As you
sing the second verse of the song, direct each cat to get up and try to tag a mouse before it returns to its mouse
hole. The tagged mice are the cats during the next round of the game.
(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
The kitties are asleep.
The kitties are asleep.
Heigh-ho, the derry-o,
The kitties are asleep.
The kitties are awake.
The kitties are awake.
Heigh-ho, the derry-o,
The kitties are awake.
Diane Colon
Pettisville Christian Preschool
Pettisville, OH

Watch Out for Kitty!
(sung to the tune of “The Farmer in the Dell”)
The kitties are asleep.
The kitties are asleep.
Heigh-ho, the derry-o,
The kitties are asleep.
The kitties are awake.
The kitties are awake.
Heigh-ho, the derry-o,
The kitties are awake.
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Coconut Dough
Fine-Motor Center
Add coconut flavoring to a batch of white play dough. Place the play dough and a coconut at a table. A child pats
some of the play dough into a pancake shape. Then she presses and rolls the coconut on the play dough and
observes the impressions it makes. (If you have youngsters who are allergic to coconut, omit the flavoring and
replace the coconut with a brown ball.)
Janet Boyce
Hinojosa Early Childhood and Pre-Kindergarten Center
Houston, TX

Rockin' Rhymes
Idea: rhyming, movement
Play a recording of lively music and invite youngsters to dance. Randomly stop the music and direct little ones to
freeze. Say a word and point to a child. Prompt her to say a real or nonsense rhyming word. Then restart the music
and play another round.
Tricia Kylene Brown
Bowling Green, KY

Snail Trails
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Note to the teacher: Have a child squeeze a line of glue along each dotted line. Then have him sprinkle colorful glitter on the glue. Next have him shake off the excess glitter and set his
paper aside to dry.

Bag Bowling
Game Center: gross-motor skills, number recognition
Write a numeral from 1 to 10 on each of ten paper lunch bags. Fill each bag with crumpled paper and staple it
closed. Arrange the bags like bowling pins and set a small ball nearby. A child rolls the ball toward the bags. Then
he names the number on each bag he knocks down.

Coarse and Soft
Sensory Center: textures
Materials for one:
coarse sandpaper
soft craft items, such as cotton balls, cotton batting, feathers, and pom-poms
glue
Art process:
1. Feel the coarseness of the sandpaper; then squeeze a generous amount of glue on the sandpaper.
2. Choose a desired material, feel its texture, and then press it on the glue.
3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 with other materials.

Sandy Writing
Writing Center: letter formation
Forming letters in the sand helps little ones improve their letter-writing skills. Place a set of letter cards at your sand
table along with a small plastic shovel. Lightly dampen the sand. A youngster chooses a letter card and then uses
her index finger to form the letter in the sand. When she is satisfied with her work, she erases the letter by dragging
the shovel over the sand. She repeats the process with the remaining letter cards as desired.

So Many Bubbles!
Fine-Motor Center
Gather iridescent cellophane, white and blue tissue paper, and other papers that would make interesting bubbles.
Then place the materials at a center along with circle punchers, light-colored construction paper, and glue. A child
chooses a piece of construction paper. Then she punches circles out of the provided materials and glues them to the
paper so they resemble lovely floating bubbles!

Color My Name
Literacy Center: tracing, names
This name center can be a two-day activity! Make a bubble letter name card for each youngster in your???class.
(Check the Internet for free bubble letter fonts if you don’t already have one on your computer.) On the first day,
each child traces her name with her finger. Then she colors her name with crayons. On the second day, she once
again traces her name with her finger. Then she paints over her name with watercolors, noticing how the crayon
resists the paint!
Jenna Dunlop
Mason, OH

Lemon Toss
Gross-Motor Center: tossing
Place a plastic pitcher on the floor. Then put large yellow pom-poms (or plastic lemons) in a container and place
them nearby. A child takes a pom-pom and attempts to toss it into the pitcher. For an easier option, encourage
students to drop the lemons into the pitcher instead of throwing them from a distance.
Cathy Calder
CC’s Tater Tots
Roswell, NM

So Many Ants
Math Center: beginning addition and subtraction
Get scrapbook paper that resembles picnic tablecloths. Then laminate the paper. Gather a small group of
youngsters and give each child a sheet of paper and a small cup with ten raisins (ants). Prompt each child to place
five ants on her paper. Then have her eat one. Ask, “How many ants are left?” Next, have children add two ants to
the paper. Then have them eat three. Once again, have them report the number of ants left. Continue in the same
way until all the ants have been eaten!
Sarah Sant
First Baptist Church
Sulphur Springs, TX

Picnic Preferences
Social Studies Center: creating a glyph to share personal information
A glyph is a fun way for little ones to share information about themselves! Lead small groups of students to color a
copy of picnic basket to match their responses to the key shown. Then help each child share the information on her
paper.
Glyph Key
Where do you like to eat?
inside—yellow picnic basket
outside—orange picnic basket
Do you like to eat sandwiches?
yes—brown sandwich
no—green sandwich
Which is your favorite drink?
water—blue cup
juice—purple cup
milk—white cup
What color apple is your favorite?
red apple
green apple
yellow apple
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One-of-a-Kind Burgers
Writing Center: dictating information
A burger is a great option for a picnic! And youngsters will surely enjoy creating their own unique burgers. Give a
youngster a copy of the provided page. Have him draw unique burger fixings between the buns and then write (or
dictate) what is in his burger. These pages are cute bound into a class book!

My burger ___________________________________________
__________________________________________________________.
©The Mailbox®

Anchors Aweigh!
Math Idea: sorting and patterning
Your little sailors may not know that anchors come in different shapes! Make three circles with blue yarn and place a
different anchor card in each circle. Then give each child an anchor card.? Say, “Sailor [child’s name], raise your
anchor and place it in a circle!” Encourage the child to sort his anchor into the appropriate circle. Continue in the
same way with each child, occasionally pausing to ask the youngster to explain why he sorted his anchor as he did.
When finished, lead students in creating patterns with the anchors.
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Intervention for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC

Anchor Cards
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Nautical Knots
Math Center: counting, comparing, using the sense of touch
Cut same-size lengths of rope and make a different number of knots in each length. Then place the ropes in a
center. Gather two students and have each child take a length of rope. Have her run her fingers over the rope and
count the number of knots. Then have the students compare the numbers of knots, using words such as more and
less. Finally, have them place the ropes back in the pile and then take two different ropes.
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

A Lovely Lighthouse
Math Idea: making a pattern with colors
Give each child a copy of the lighthouse pattern. Explain that a lighthouse gives off light to help ships know where
they are. Then have each child choose two crayons and color her lighthouse to make an AB pattern. Prompt her to
read her pattern aloud. Next, have her spread glue over the light and then sprinkle gold glitter over the glue. If
desired, have the child cut out her lighthouse and glue it to a black sheet of paper.
Roxanne LaBell Dearman
NC Intervention for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Charlotte, NC
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Building Ships
Math Center: exploring shapes, spatial skills
Attach a length of blue bulletin board paper to a table. Cut a supply of craft sticks in half and place them at the table
along with pattern blocks in triangle and trapezoid shapes. Encourage youngsters to use the supplies to make a fleet
of sailboats!
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

How Many?
Math Fingerplay: developing subtraction skills
This adorable fingerplay will be popular with your little sailors! Recite the rhyme five times, reducing the numbers by
one each time. (During the final recitation, tweak the words as needed to work with one and zero.)
[Five] little ships in the sea (Hold up five fingers.)
Float so happily. (Bob fingers up and down.)
One moves by, (Bob one finger from left to right.)
And now I spy
[Four] little ships in the sea! (Hold up four fingers.)
Cindy Hoying
Centerville, OH

Fish Food
Math Game: adding sets
Cut out the cards. Gather two students and have each child roll a die. Then have each student place the
corresponding number of fish on the pelican. Prompt each child to count the total fish to see how many the pelican
ate! For an easier option, have one child roll the die and then place the fish on the pelican.

Fish Food
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Note to the teacher: Cut out the cards. Gather two students and have each child roll a die.  Then have each student
place the corresponding number of fish on the pelican. Prompt each child to count the total fish to see how many the
pelican ate! For an easier option, have one child roll the die and then place the fish on  the pelican.
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Project Pictures!
Craft Project Tip for Parents
I send home lots of craft projects at the end of the school year and always give parents this bit of advice: Attach all
the projects to a wall, have your youngster pose in front of it, and take a photo. Then choose specific projects to
keep and recycle the rest. That way you’ll have a photo to remember all the fun projects from preschool, but you
won’t have to store them all!
Karen Thurber
Karen’s Day Care
Wisconsin Rapids, WI

Vibrant Visors!
Special Day Idea
To make an extra fun Crazy Hat Day and Beach Day, I went to a local craft store and purchased inexpensive craft
foam visors and foam stickers. My students had a great time decorating the visors and wearing them for both of the
special days!
Ashley Lutts
St. Albans Childcare Center
Louisville, KY

Concept Crowns
Idea: rewarding students
I like to have a special week in which children wear concept crowns! At the beginning of the week, my students
make and decorate paper crowns. Then, each time a child demonstrates knowledge of a concept—such as
identifying a number, a letter, a color, or a shape—I attach a sticky dot to his crown. My little ones love to take their
crowns home at the end of the week to show their parents!
Marcell Gibison
Ephrata Church of the Brethren Children’s Center
Ephrata, PA

Kindergarten Readiness Night
Idea: easing preschoolers fears about kindergarten
Some of my students are fearful about what kindergarten will be like when they come back to school in the fall. To
alleviate these fears, I have a kindergarten readiness night! I invite last year’s preschoolers who are now in
kindergarten and their families as well as the current preschoolers who will be entering kindergarten. The
kindergartners share stories about their class. We have pizza, and the children get to play at the classroom centers.
I’ve received lots of compliments on this fun evening!
Suzanne Foote
East Ithaca Preschool
Ithaca, NY

Through the Car Wash!
Outdoor Car Wash Activity
My little ones love it when I bring my car wash prop outside during outdoor play! To make a car wash prop, I attach
blue streamers to a dowel. Then, when my students ride tricycles, I hold the dowel over their roadway so they can
drive the tricycles through the streamers. What a fun car wash!
Keely Hallin
Bonney Lake Early Childhood Education and Assistance Program
Bonney Lake, WA

Table Manners
Lunch Tip
My preschool class eats lunch family-style in our room. To encourage table manners, I ask the children to wait until
all their friends are seated before they begin eating. Once everyone is in his seat, I lead students in reciting the
rhyme shown. Then we have our lunch!
Kathy Young
Beale Elementary
Gallipolis Ferry, WV

Book-Themed Decor
Classroom Decorations Tip
When I get new hardcover books in my classroom, I remove the paper book covers from the books. (They always
get torn up anyway!) Then I use them as wall decorations in my classroom. My little ones love to look at the book
covers on the wall!
Mary Richardson
Foundations Early Learning Center
Cape Coral, FL

Eye-Catching Posters
Poster Tip
To make classroom and hallway signs more attractive, I attach bulletin board border around the edges and then
laminate them for durability. The resulting signs are more fun to look at and catch the eye of both students and
parents.
Carole L. Watkins
Timothy Ball Elementary
Crown Point,??IN

